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Abstract. Type Ia Supernovae (SNeIa) used as standardizable candles have been instrumen-
tal in the discovery of cosmic acceleration, usually attributed to some form of dark energy
(DE). Recent studies have raised the issue of whether intrinsic SNeIa luminosities might evolve
with redshift. While the evidence for cosmic acceleration is robust to this possible systematic,
the question remains of how much the latter can affect the inferred properties of the DE com-
ponent responsible for cosmic acceleration. This is the question we address in this work. We
use SNeIa distance moduli measurements from the Pantheon and JLA samples. We consider
models where the DE equation of state is a free parameter, either constant or time-varying, as
well as models where DE and dark matter interact, and finally a model-agnostic parametriza-
tion of effects due to modified gravity (MG). When SNeIa data are combined with Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) temperature and polarization anisotropy measurements, we
find strong degeneracies between parameters governing the SNeIa systematics, the DE pa-
rameters, and the Hubble constant H0. These degeneracies significantly broaden the DE
parameter uncertainties, in some cases leading to O(σ) shifts in the central values. However,
including low-redshift Baryon Acoustic Oscillation and Cosmic Chronometer measurements,
as well as CMB lensing measurements, considerably improves the previous constraints, and
the only remaining effect of the examined systematic is a . 40% broadening of the uncer-
tainties on the DE parameters. The constraints we derive on the MG parameters are instead
basically unaffected by the systematic in question. We therefore confirm the overall soundness
of dark energy properties.
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1 Introduction
Unprecedented precision measurements of Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) tempera-
ture and polarization anisotropies from the Planck satellite, together with Type Ia Supernovae
(SNeIa) luminosity distance measurements, and measurements of the clustering of the large-
scale structure (LSS) of our Universe from a number of galaxy redshift surveys, have provided
a remarkably accurate description of the Universe (see e.g. [1–3]). The combination of these
measurements points towards the so-called concordance ΛCDM model, describing a spatially
flat Universe where most of the energy content takes the form of two dark components: dark
matter (DM) and dark energy (DE), see for instance [4]. DM represents about 25% of the
total energy budget of the Universe, while visible matter (baryons) accounts for 5%.
The remaining ∼70% of the total energy is associated to a mysterious component, which
does not behave like matter and is commonly referred to as dark energy. The DE component
is responsible for the current accelerated expansion of the Universe, and thus constitutes a
fundamental key towards understanding the fate of the latter. Yet, its nature and gravita-
tional properties remain largely unknown. The simplest and most economical explanation
ascribes the effects of DE to the presence of a vacuum energy density, i.e. to a so-called
cosmological constant. While remarkably consistent with observational data, this simple and
economical scenario also appears to be extremely fine-tuned. An example of this is the fact
that the amounts of DM and DE happen to be of the same order of magnitude today, an
intriguing coincidence if one recalls how differently these two components evolve along the
expansion history of the Universe. Such fact is the so-called coincidence problem. Relaxing
the hypothesis that DE is due to a cosmological constant, or in other words letting the DE
contribution to the Universe budget evolve with time, could alleviate the required fine-tuning.
A wide variety of DE models alternative to the cosmological constant, featuring either new
fundamental particles and fields or modifications to the gravitational sector, have been pro-
posed in the literature: for a selection of both seminal and more recent approaches towards
explaining DE and cosmic acceleration, see e.g. [5–24] and references therein.
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Among the plethora of available precision cosmological datasets, SNeIa hold a special
place, having provided the first evidence for cosmic acceleration in the late 1990s [25, 26].
The most important use of SNeIa in cosmology is as distance indicators, in the form of
standard(izable) candles [27]. In practice, this rests upon on two important ideas. The
first is that SNeIa luminosities can be empirically standardized, by making use of empirical
correlations and quality cuts. The second is that the standardization is independent of the
SNeIa redshifts or environments: in other words, that the standardized intrinsic luminosities
should not display important trends with host galaxy redshift and/or morphology. Another
way of expressing this second caveat is to state that two different SNeIa in different hosts,
with the same colour, light-curve stretch, and host stellar mass, should on average have the
same intrinsic luminosity, independently of their redshift.
Over the past decade, a large number of studies have established the existence of correla-
tions between host galaxy properties (including their redshifts) and intrinsic SNeIa luminosi-
ties, see for example [28–30]. In this regard, plenty of discussion has been recently devoted in
the literature to address the issue of whether or not intrinsic SNeIa luminosities evolve with
redshift [31–33]. Related works have examined whether intrinsic SNeIa luminosities corre-
late with the host star formation rate [34–38] or metallicity [39–42]. Overall, most of these
studies appear to agree that SNeIa found in low-mass, star-forming, low-metallicity hosts are
on average fainter than those found in high-mass, passive, high-metallicity ones. What these
studies do not always agree upon is the magnitude of such correlations [33, 43, 44]. It is also
worth mentioning the recent findings of [45], which suggests that the intrinsic scatter of SNeIa
distance moduli residuals after standardization (and in particular their correlation with host
galaxy properties) is entirely, or almost entirely, due to dust-induced extinction. The same
work also proposes a physically motivated two-component SNeIa color model which accounts
for the effects of dust.
Various analyses motivated by these findings and adopting different redshift-dependent
parametrizations of the standardized SNeIa distance moduli, allowing for SNeIa to have differ-
ent intrinsic luminosities as a function of redshift, have been carried out in the literature [46–
52]. In particular, the recent works of [32] appear to suggest a large redshift-dependent
luminosity evolution which, if correct, could question the evidence for cosmic acceleration
from SNeIa. The correctness of these results were later disputed in [33]. More generally,
recent literature has witnessed the ignition of a strong debate around whether or not SNeIa
data (alone or in combination with low-redshift probes), once possible systematics thereof are
accounted for, can prove the accelerated expansion of the Universe (see e.g. [53–57]). Here,
we do not seek to fuel this debate further, but wish to point out that, despite the central
role SNeIa played in establishing cosmic acceleration, evidence for the latter remains very
strong even if SNeIa data are not taken into account. The evidence for cosmic acceleration
can indeed be established independently using other data, such as CMB lensing or Baryon
Acoustic Oscillation (BAO) measurements, see e.g. [58, 59].
While we believe that the evidence for dark energy/cosmic acceleration is robust to
SNeIa observational systematics, the aforementioned discussions make it clear that the time
is ripe to study whether and to what extent these systematics impact the inferred properties of
DE. In other words, how sound are the properties of DE we infer from observations including
SNeIa. In particular, we shall here ask the following question: “Granted that the evidence for
dark energy is very robust, to what extent are the inferred properties of dark energy affected
when neglecting a possible redshift-dependence of intrinsic SNeIa luminosities? ”
It is worth noting that the possibility of a redshift dependence of intrinsic SNeIa lumi-
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nosities is not a far-fetched one. Without even needing to resort to astrophysical arguments,
such an evolution can take place in a wide variety of beyond-ΛCDM scenarios, such as models
featuring a time variation of the gravitational constant or more generally of the fundamental
constants (see e.g. [60]). This can also occur in many models of dark energy or modified
gravity (e.g. [61–63]), particularly if featuring additional (light) scalar degrees of freedom
which couple to visible matter either directly or through the electromagnetic sector (for in-
stance [64–67]), and/or in string-inspired scenarios (see e.g. [68, 69]). This highlights the
important fact that, when using SNeIa data to constrain DE models beyond the cosmological
constant, it might be important to include the effect of possible redshift-dependent intrinsic
SNeIa luminosities simply for theoretical consistency (see for instance a recent detailed dis-
cussion in [70]). Conversely, the absence of detection of redshift-dependent intrinsic SNeIa
luminosities could be used to constrain several DE models.
In this work, we shall explore the impact of relaxing the assumption of intrinsic SNeIa
luminosities being independent of redshift, focusing on a number of different DE scenarios and
considering two SNeIa samples: the Pantheon [2] and Joint Light-curve Analysis (JLA) [71]
samples. Following earlier work in [49, 50], we will adopt a phenomenological but simple,
model-agnostic, power-law parametrization for this effect. We will study the selected models
considering both SNeIa combined with CMB temperature and polarization anisotropy data
alone, or a more complete dataset combination further including CMB lensing and low-redshift
measurements of the expansion history. Taking into account low-redshift observations such as
Baryon Acoustic Oscillation distance measurements is extremely important when constrain-
ing models of cosmic acceleration [72]. On the model side, we shall consider four classes of DE
models: (a) a DE component with constant equation of state (EoS) w 6= −1; (b) a dynamical
DE component with a time-dependent EoS described by the widely used Chevallier-Polarski-
Linder (CPL) parametrization [73, 74]; (c) three models of interacting DE, featuring inter-
actions between DM and DE, and (d) a model-agnostic parametrization of modified gravity
scenarios. Given that the modified gravity results are affected by the anomalous lensing am-
plitude as inferred by the smoothing of the CMB temperature anisotropy power spectrum, we
also check whether the inferred value of the phenomenological parameter AL, which rescales
the aforementioned lensing amplitude, is affected by the SNeIa systematic we are considering.
Anticipating our results, we find that the inferred properties of DE are relatively robust to
a possible redshift-dependence of intrinsic SNeIa luminosities, particularly when SNeIa data
are combined with additional low-redshift data. However, as one might expect, in general
this possible additional systematic broadens the uncertainties on the inferred DE parameters.
The paper is then organized as follows. We start by describing our treatment of a possible
redshift-dependence in the intrinsic SNeIa luminosities in Section 2. We then describe our
analysis method in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe the four classes of dark energy models
we study and examine the effects of this possible systematic by comparing the inferred dark
energy properties with and without systematics for each of the models we consider. Our
conclusions are summarized in Section 5. For the sake of conciseness, given that the results
obtained using the JLA sample are qualitatively similar to those obtained using the Pantheon
one, we only summarize the former in our Tables but not in our Figures.
2 Type Ia Supernovae measurements
Type Ia Supernovae (SNeIa) result from the thermonuclear disruption of carbon-oxygen white
dwarfs, reaching their unstable phase through interaction with a binary companion. As
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discussed earlier, their wide use as distance indicators relies on the possibility of treating
them as standardizable candles. The trustworthiness of this standardization procedure rests
upon on a number of empirical correlations between SNeIa luminosities, colors, light-curve
shapes, and host galaxy mass. In particular, the standardization procedure assumes that
SNeIa form a homogeneous class of objects whose variability can mostly be characterized
by two parameters [27]: the time stretching of the light-curve, the SNeIa color at maximum
brightness. These two parameters are usually referred to as X1 and C respectively.
By measuring the redshifts and apparent magnitudes of SNeIa, one can extract their
luminosity distances:
dL(z) = (1 + z)
∫ z
0
dz′
H(z′)
, (2.1)
where H(z) is the expansion rate of the Universe. When working with SNeIa measurements,
one typically deals with the so-called distance modulus:
µ(z) = 5 log10
[
H0
c
dL(z)
]
. (2.2)
The assumption underlying the standardization procedure is that SNeIa with identical color
at maximum brightness (C), light-curve shape as characterized by its time stretching (X1),
and galactic environment, have on average the same intrinsic luminosity independently of
redshift. Under these assumptions, one can model the observed distance moduli as follows:
µobs(z) = m
∗
B − (MB − αX1 + βC) , (2.3)
where m∗B is the observed B-band rest-frame peak magnitude, and we have already discussed
the physical meaning of X1 and C earlier. On the other hand, α, β, and MB are nuisance
parameters, whose physical interpretation is simply that of being the absolute magnitude of
the SNeIa in the B-band rest-frame (MB), the amplitude of the stretch correction (α), and
the amplitude of the color correction (β).
As stated in the introductory section, a number of studies have considered the impact
on cosmological parameter inference of several possible redshift-dependent parametrizations
of intrinsic SNeIa luminosities. Our approach here is the following: given the fact that we are
considering exotic DE models (including modified gravity models) which go beyond the simple
cosmological constant, it could perfectly be the case that within these models, regardless of
complications due to astrophysical evolution, the intrinsic SNeIa luminosity dependence on
the redshift might not be as simple as implied by Eq. (2.3). As we discussed earlier, this might
indeed be the case in several models which lead to space-time variations of the fundamental
constants (see e.g. [60–69]).
In order to parametrize our ignorance on a possible redshift-dependence of intrinsic
SNeIa luminosities in an approach which is as agnostic as possible, we here follow the model
presented in [49, 50], where Eq. (2.3) is modified to the following:
µobs(z) = m
∗
B − (MB − αX1 + βC + ∆mevo(z)) , (2.4)
where ∆mevo(z) accounts for this possible redshift dependence and takes the following func-
tional form:
∆mevo(z) ≡ zδ , (2.5)
Therefore, the possible systematic we consider is described by the two parameters η and δ.
A lower/higher power δ models a luminosity evolution dominant at low/high redshift.
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We shall here explore the impact of the possible systematic described by Eqs. (2.4) and
(2.5) by exploiting two different SNeIa samples. The Pantheon sample is the most complete
one, consisting of distance moduli measurements from 1048 SNeIa from a number of surveys
within the redshift range 0.01 < z < 2.3 [2]. The earlier JLA sample instead includes distance
moduli measurements from 740 SNeIa within the redshift range 0.01 < z < 1 [71]. There
is a key difference in the way these two samples are analyzed, related to the dependence of
the covariance matrices on α and β, the amplitudes of the stretch and color corrections, as
in Eq. (2.3). For the JLA sample, the covariance matrix depends explicitly on these two
parameters, which must be added as extra nuisance parameters in the Monte Carlo Markov
Chain (MCMC) scans. For the Pantheon sample, the effects of α and β parameters are
already taken into account (i.e. pre-marginalized) in the calculation of the covariance matrix,
so that these two parameters do not need to be varied in the MCMC scans.
Nonetheless, one might be concerned that the introduction of systematics in the form
of redshift-dependent intrinsic SNeIa luminosities might make the pre-marginalized Pantheon
covariance matrix no longer safely utilizable. This could indeed be the case if introducing
this systematic leads to important shifts in the inferred central values and uncertainties of α
and β. To convince ourselves that this is not the case, we have analyzed the JLA sample for
two reference DE models: the wCDM and w0waCDM models, which we will describe in more
detail in Sec. 4.1 and Sec. 4.2 respectively. We have found that, for both DE models and
regardless of whether the systematic characterized by ∆mevo(z) is included or not, the pos-
terior distributions of α and β are essentially unaltered. For the wCDM case with (without)
systematics we find α = 0.142± 0.007 (0.141± 0.007) and β = 3.11± 0.08 (3.10± 0.08). For
the w0waCDM case with (without) systematics we find α = 1.414±0.007 (1.410±0.007) and
β = 3.11± 0.08 (3.10± 0.08). These results are shown in Fig. 1, where we plot the posterior
distributions for α (left panel) and β (right panel): the fact that in both panels the difference
between the four curves is barely discernible by eye lends us confidence about the reliability
of using the pre-marginalized Pantheon covariance matrix even in the presence of a possible
redshift-dependence of intrinsic SNeIa luminosities. It is worth noting that these results agree
with previous findings in the literature, see e.g. [50].
3 Datasets and analysis methods
In the previous Section, we have already described the Pantheon [2] and JLA [71] SNeIa
samples, and justified our treatment of the covariance matrix of the former in the presence of
the systematic we consider. Here, we describe the additional cosmological datasets and the
analysis methods adopted. The following cosmological measurements are taken into account:
• Planck: Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) measurements from the Planck 2018
legacy release [3, 75]. We consider separately the temperature and polarization measure-
ments and the CMB lensing measurements from the temperature four-point correlation
function [76]. In particular, temperature and polarization measurements are always
combined with the Pantheon and/or JLA samples, whereas lensing measurements are
only considered in the full dataset combination which also includes the BAO and Cosmic
Chronometer measurements described below.
• BAO: Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAO) distance measurements from the 6dFGS [77],
SDSS-MGS [78], and BOSS DR12 [1] surveys.
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Figure 1. 1D marginalized posterior probability distributions for the amplitude of the stretch cor-
rection α (left panel) and the amplitude of the color correction β (right panel), normalized to their
maximum values. The posteriors have all been obtained combining Planck CMB temperature and
polarization anisotropy measurements with SNeIa distance moduli from the JLA sample, assuming
a dark energy (DE) component with a constant equation of state (EoS) w 6= −1 (solid curves), and
a DE component with a time-varying EoS w(z) parametrized by the so-called CPL parametrization
(dot-dashed curves). The black curves are obtained assuming no redshift-evolution of the intrinsic
SNeIa luminosities, whereas the green curves account for a possible redshift evolution of the latter, as
parametrized by Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5).
• Cosmic Chronometers: cosmic chronometers (CC) exploit the evolution of differ-
ential ages of passive galaxies at different redshifts to directly constrain the Hubble
parameter [79]. We use 30 CC measurements of H(z) in the redshift range 0 < z < 2,
compiled in [80–83]. 1
We consider four different dataset combinations. In the first two, we combine the two
different SNeIa compilations (one at any given time) with CMB temperature and polarization
measurements: we refer to these dataset combinations as Planck + Pantheon and Planck +
JLA. We remark that these combinations do not include CMB lensing. To these two dataset
combinations we then add CMB lensing, BAO, and Cosmic Chronometer measurements, and
refer to the resulting dataset combinations as all + Pantheon and all + JLA, respectively.
Each of these four dataset combinations is analyzed with and without systematics due to a
possible redshift-dependence of intrinsic SNeIa luminosities: when systematics are included,
we refer to the resulting dataset combinations as all + Pantheon sys and all + JLA sys,
respectively. Therefore, we have in total eight possible scenarios for each of the DE models
we consider, which will be described in the following.
Our baseline cosmology is described by the six parameters of the concordance ΛCDM
model: the baryon and cold DM physical energy densities Ωbh2 and Ωch2, the ratio between
the sound horizon and the angular diameter distance at decoupling θs, the optical depth
to reionization τ , and the amplitude and tilt of the primordial power spectrum of scalar
fluctuations As and ns.
1The modified CC likelihood code we use is publicly available at https://github.com/sunnyvagnozzi/
CosmoMC-patches/tree/master/Cosmic_clocks.
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As anticipated earlier, we consider four classes of DE models, described by one or two
extra parameters, for a total of seven or eight parameters. We start by considering the
simplest case where the DE equation of state (EoS) w is allowed to vary instead of being
fixed to w = −1 as in the cosmological constant case. We refer to the resulting model,
described by seven parameters, as the wCDM model, see Sec. 4.1 for the results. We then
consider a dynamical DE scenario, where the DE EoS is time-dependent, with its redshift
evolution described by the widely used Chevallier-Polarski-Linder (CPL) parametrization.
We refer to the resulting model, described by eight parameters, as the w0waCDM model, see
Sec. 4.2 for the results. Afterwards, we consider three interacting dark energy (IDE) models,
featuring energy exchange between DM and DE. The energy exchange rate is the same in
all three models, but what is different is the number of free parameters and the allowed
ranges thereof. We first consider a seven-parameter IDE model with one extra parameter,
the DM-DE coupling strength ξ, which is required to satisfy ξ < 0: we refer to this model as
coupled vacuum or ξΛCDM model. We then consider two eight-parameter IDE models where
in addition to ξ, also the DE EoS w is allowed to vary. For stability reasons, we consider
separately the case where w < −1 and ξ > 0, which we refer to as coupled phantom or ξpCDM
model, and the case where w > −1 and ξ < 0, which we refer to as coupled quintessence
or ξqCDM model. The results for the three IDE models are discussed in Sec. 4.3. We then
consider an 8-parameter model-agnostic parametrization of modified gravity (MG), where the
two free extra parameters E11 and E22 parametrize the deviations of the equations describing
the metric perturbations from the canonical General Relativity case. The results for MG are
discussed in Sec. 4.4. In addition, given that the MG results are to some extent affected by the
mild disagreement on the amount of lensing between CMB temperature anisotropies and the
reconstructed lensing potential, we consider a case where DE is described by a cosmological
constant, but we treat the lensing amplitude AL (which rescales the amplitude of lensing in
the CMB temperature power spectrum) as a free parameter, see Sec. 4.5 for the results.
Unless otherwise specified, we adopt flat priors on all cosmological parameters. In Ta-
ble 1, we show the prior ranges adopted on the cosmological parameters, for each of the
Parameter wCDM w0waCDM ξΛCDM ξpCDM ξqCDM MG
Ωbh
2 [0.005, 0.1] [0.005, 0.1] [0.005, 0.1] [0.005, 0.1] [0.005, 0.1] [0.005, 0.1]
Ωch
2 [0.001, 0.99] [0.001, 0.99] [0.001, 0.99] [0.001, 0.99] [0.001, 0.99] [0.001, 0.99]
100θs [0.5, 10] [0.5, 10] [0.5, 10] [0.5, 10] [0.5, 10] [0.5, 10]
τ [0.01, 0.8] [0.01, 0.8] [0.01, 0.8] [0.01, 0.8] [0.01, 0.8] [0.01, 0.8]
ns [0.7, 1.3] [0.7, 1.3] [0.7, 1.3] [0.7, 1.3] [0.7, 1.3] [0.7, 1.3]
log[1010As] [1.7, 5.0] [1.7, 5.0] [1.7, 5.0] [1.7, 5.0] [1.7, 5.0] [1.7, 5.0]
w [−2, 1] [−2, 1] - [−3,−1] [−1, 1] -
w0 [−2, 1] [−2, 1] - [−3,−1] [−1, 1] -
wa - [−2, 2] - - - -
ξ - - [−1, 0] [0, 0.5] [−1, 0] -
E11 - - - - - [−1, 3]
E22 - - - - - [−1.4, 5]
Table 1. Flat prior ranges on the cosmological parameters adopted in our analyses. Each of the
six columns corresponds to one of the six different dark energy models considered in this paper and
described in the text.
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DE models we consider. We scan the parameter spaces in question using MCMC methods,
through the MCMC sampler CosmoMC [84], suitably interfaced with the Boltzmann solver
CAMB [85], and which supports the new 2018 Planck likelihood code. We monitor the con-
vergence of the generated chains using the Gelman-Rubin parameter R− 1 [86], and require
R− 1 < 0.01 for the chains to be considered converged.
4 Results
Here, we describe the results of our analyses for each of the four classes of dark energy models
described above, as well as the case where we leave the lensing amplitude parameter AL free.
4.1 Constant dark energy equation of state w
We begin by considering the simplest DE scenario beyond the cosmological constant, where
the DE EoS w is treated as a constant free parameter. We refer to this model as the wCDM
model. Considering first the Pantheon sample, the results are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 as
well as in Tabs. 2 and 3. The results including the JLA sample are instead shown in Tabs. 2
and 3. It is worth noticing that, when only combining SNeIa data with Planck data, the effect
of the SNeIa systematics is very noticeable: the DE EoS is shifted towards more phantom
values, with the corresponding uncertainties being about four times larger than when SNeIa
systematics are not taken into account.
It is worth noting that both the mean value of the Hubble constant, as well as its
uncertainty, are larger when SNeIa systematics are included. The reason, as is clear from
Fig. 3, is not only due to the existence of a strong anti-correlation between H0 and w, but
also to the mutual correlations between H0, w, and . As a result of these correlations, a
larger positive (negative) value of  will imply smaller (larger) distance moduli: this effect
can be compensated by values of the DE EoS w > −1 (w < −1), which in turn implies a
lower (higher) value of H0. Notice that the mean value of  is negative although compatible
with zero at 1σ, being  = −0.11+0.16−0.11 at 68% confidence level (CL). Instead, the parameter
δ associated to the redshift evolution of the intrinsic SNeIa luminosities shows no particular
correlation with any of the parameters, and is poorly constrained.
At face value, the effects of SNeIa systematics onH0 we have just described would appear
to alleviate the so-called “Hubble tension”, i.e. the 4.4σ disagreement between estimates of
H0 from Planck CMB data assuming an underlying ΛCDM model [3], and from a local
distance ladder approach as done by the SH0ES team [87]. As discussed at length in the
literature, the Hubble tension might be pointing towards new physics, a possibility which
has been the subject of significant study in the literature: see e.g. [88–137] for a selection
of works examining this possibility. However, as pointed out in a number of recent works
(e.g. [138–140]), it is important to check that proposed solutions are consistent with BAO
distance measurements. Therefore, we defer a full assessment of whether the systematics we
are examining can conclusively address the Hubble tension to our discussion concerning the
full dataset combination (i.e. the all+Pantheon sys or all+JLA sys dataset combinations).
Adding all the other cosmological datasets (CMB lensing, BAO, and Cosmic Chronome-
ters) to our analysis results in the uncertainties on cosmological parameters being reduced.
However, these uncertainties are still larger than those obtained for the case where CMB
temperature and polarization data alone are combined with SNeIa data without taking this
systematic into account. In fact, comparing the Planck+Pantheon to the all+Pantheon sys
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Parameters Planck Planck Planck Planck
+Pantheon +Pantheon sys +JLA +JLA sys
w −1.035± 0.035 −1.14+0.16−0.12 −1.038± 0.051 −1.06+0.18−0.11
H0[km/s/Mpc] 68.3± 1.0 71.7+3.5−5.2 68.4± 1.6 69.1+3.0−5.7
Ωm 0.307± 0.010 0.282± 0.037 0.307+0.014−0.016 0.305+0.046−0.036
α − − 0.1414± 0.0066 0.1415± 0.0066
β − − 3.107± 0.081 3.111± 0.081
 − −0.11+0.16−0.11 − −0.02+0.18−0.10
δ − < 0.934 − < 1.19
Table 2. Constraints on selected cosmological parameters of the wCDM cosmology described in
Sec. 4.1. Constraints are reported as 68% CL intervals or 68% upper/lower limits. The results
have been obtained combining Planck CMB temperature and polarization anisotropies with SNeIa
distance moduli measurements from the Pantheon sample (first and second columns), or using the
JLA sample instead of the Pantheon one (third and fourth columns). We illustrate separately the
cases with (second and fourth columns) and without (first and third columns) a possible systematic
due to redshift evolution of the intrinsic SNeIa luminosities, as parametrized by Eqs. (2.4), (2.5).
cases, we see that in the latter case the uncertainties are broadened by about 40%. For in-
stance, for these two cases we find w = −1.035±0.035 and w = −1.040±0.046 respectively. It
is also worth noting that, once the full dataset combination is considered, the Hubble tension
remains at the ≈ 3σ level, and hence is unsolved.
The results obtained considering the JLA SNeIa sample instead of the Pantheon one are
shown in Tabs. 2 and 3. When combining JLA data with CMB temperature and polarization
anisotropies alone, the uncertainties on the parameters are also 3-4 times larger when allowing
for a redshift-dependence in the intrinsic SNeIa luminosities, as we observed earlier for the
Pantheon sample. However, the shifts in H0 and w are less noticeable than in the Pantheon
case. When considering the full dataset combination, the uncertainties are again enlarged by
about 40%, as we found for the Pantheon case. It is worth underlying that, as we had already
noted earlier in Fig. 1, the amplitudes of the stretch and color corrections [α and β in Eq. (2.3)]
are basically unaffected by the introduction of the systematic we are considering, validating
the robustness of our analysis, and in particular the choice of using the pre-marginalized
covariance matrix when analyzing the Pantheon sample.
A final word concerning the difference in the parameter uncertainties when using the
two SNeIa samples are in order. Neglecting a redshift-dependence in the intrinsic SNeIa
luminosities, the uncertainties inferred when using the Pantheon sample are always smaller
than that obtained using the JLA sample, regardless of whether the Planck or all dataset
combinations are used. This is in agreement with previous works [2, 141]. However, once
the possibility of redshift-dependent intrinsic SNeIa luminosities is taken into account, the
difference between the two samples becomes barely noticeable, except for a slightly larger
uncertainty on both  and δ for the JLA case (compare the second and fourth columns of
Tabs. 2 and 3).
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Parameters all all all all
+Pantheon +Pantheon sys +JLA +JLA sys
w −1.028± 0.031 −1.040± 0.046 −1.029± 0.037 −1.022+0.049−0.042
H0[km/s/Mpc] 68.36± 0.82 68.7± 1.2 68.40± 0.97 68.2+1.1−1.3
Ωm 0.3054± 0.0076 0.303± 0.011 0.3051± 0.0086 0.306± 0.011
α − − 0.1413± 0.0065 0.1415± 0.0065
β − − 3.106± 0.081 3.109± 0.082
 − −0.016± 0.048 − 0.016+0.064−0.057
δ − < 1.33 − unconstrained
Table 3. As in Table 2, but considering Planck CMB temperature and polarization anisotropies and
lensing measurements in addition to late-time Baryon Acoustic Oscillations and Cosmic Chronometer
distance and expansion history measurements, in combination with SNeIa distance moduli measure-
ments from the Pantheon sample (first and second columns), or using the JLA sample instead of the
Pantheon one (third and fourth columns).
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Figure 2. 1D marginalized posterior probability distributions for the Hubble constant H0 (left panel)
and the dark energy equation of state w (right panel), normalized to their maximum values. The
dashed grey vertical line at w = −1 indicates the standard ΛCDM value. The posteriors have been
derived assuming the wCDM cosmology described in Sec. 4.1. We have used the following dataset
combinations/treatment of systematics: Planck CMB temperature and polarization anisotropies in
combination with SNeIa distance moduli measurements from the Pantheon sample, with (red curves)
and without (black curves) a possible systematic due to redshift evolution of the intrinsic SNeIa
luminosities, as parametrized by Eqs. (2.4), (2.5); additionally considering CMB lensing, BAO, and
Cosmic Chronometer measurements, with (green curves) and without (blue curves) this systematic.
Qualitatively similar findings hold when using the JLA SNeIa sample instead of the Pantheon one:
the results are not shown here, but summarized in Tables 2 and 3.
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Figure 3. Triangular plot showing 2D joint and 1D marginalized posterior probability distributions
for the Hubble constant H0, the dark energy equation of state w, and the two parameters  and δ
controlling the redshift-dependence of the intrinsic SNeIa luminosities as parametrized by Eqs. (2.4),
(2.5). The posteriors have been obtained combining Planck CMB temperature and polarization
anisotropies with SNeIa distance moduli measurements from the Pantheon sample (red contours), and
additionally considering CMB lensing, BAO, and cosmic chronometer measurements (blue contours),
in both cases with systematics characterizing a possible redshift-dependence of the intrinsic SNeIa
luminosities included. Qualitatively similar findings hold when using the JLA SNeIa sample instead
of the Pantheon one, with results not shown here.
4.2 Dynamical Dark Energy: a redshift-dependent dark energy equation of state
w(z)
The next logical step in exploring the robustness of inferred constraints on DE properties
against the possibility of redshift-dependent intrinsic SNeIa luminosities is to allow for a
time-dependent DE EoS w(z). Several parametrizations of time-varying dark energy, typically
based on one or two additional free parameters, have been proposed in the literature: see for
example [142–151], and see also [152] for a recent study examining the theoretical viability
conditions for these parametrizations. It is also worth pointing out that the community
has recently also been moving towards non-parametric reconstructions of the DE EoS, see
e.g. [153–157]. Here, we shall instead focus on the simplest and undoubtedly most commonly
adopted parametrization of a time-varying DE component, the so-called Chevallier-Polarski-
Linder (CPL) parametrization. Within the CPL parametrization, the evolution of the DE
EoS as a function of redshift is expressed in terms of two free parameters, w0 and wa, and
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takes the following form [73, 74]:
w(z) = w0 + wa
z
1 + z
. (4.1)
This expression can be identified with the first two terms in a Taylor expansion of the DE
EoS in powers of the scale factor a = 1/(1 + z) around the present time. The truncation is
well-justified as long as the DE EoS is smooth and does not oscillate in time. We refer to this
model as the w0waCDM model.
The results for the w0waCDM model are presented in Figs. 4 and 5, and in Tabs. 4
and 5. Considering the Planck+Pantheon dataset combination, we see that the uncertainties
on the DE EoS parameters w0 and wa can be increased by up to 30% when allowing for the
systematic we consider. The Hubble constant is also shifted to much larger values, with the
corresponding uncertainty being about four times larger. As for the wCDM model we studied
earlier, in the w0waCDM there are also strong degeneracies between w0, H0, and , which are
now further complicated due to the presence of the extra parameter wa. While the parameter
wa is perfectly consistent with wa = 0 when not accounting for systematics, there is a ≈ 2σ
preference for non-zero wa, and hence for evolving DE, when accounting for these effects.
However, once we consider the all+Pantheon dataset combination, this preference disappears
completely.
If we inspect Tab. 5 we see that even for the full dataset combination, the systematic
SNeIa we are considering still leaves a clear imprint on the inferred values of the DE EoS:
the uncertainties are broadened by up to a factor of three, a factor that is comparable to
the reduction in uncertainty brought upon by the addition of CMB lensing, BAO, and CC
measurements to the starting Planck+Pantheon dataset combination. In other words, the
improvement in constraints on DE parameters brought upon by adding CMB lensing, BAO,
and CC measurements is basically removed if one allows for a redshift-dependence in the
intrinsic SNeIa luminosities. In addition, it is clear that the Hubble tension remains unsolved.
When considering the JLA sample instead of the Pantheon one, we find qualitatively
similar conclusions, apart for a significant difference regarding the Hubble constant. In this
case, accounting for the systematic we are studying always shifts H0 to lower values, further
intensifying the Hubble tension. Furthermore, as we had already noted earlier in Fig. 1, the
amplitudes of the stretch and color corrections [α and β in Eq. (2.3)] are basically unaffected
by the introduction of the systematic we are considering.
4.3 Interacting Dark Energy
In order to continue our study on the robustness of the inferred properties of DE against
the possibility of redshift-dependent intrinsic SNeIa luminosities, we will now study three
interacting dark energy (IDE) models. In particular, we consider a class of models where the
DM and DE continuity equations are coupled as follows:
ρ˙c + 3Hρc = Q , (4.2)
ρ˙x + 3H(1 + w)ρx = −Q , (4.3)
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Parameters Planck Planck Planck Planck
+Pantheon +Pantheon sys +JLA +JLA sys
w0 −0.90± 0.13 −0.98+0.19−0.17 −0.83+0.15−0.10 −0.78+0.21−0.29
wa −0.69± 0.61 −0.90+0.44−0.94 < −0.797 < −0.839
H0[km/s/Mpc] 69.3± 1.4 73.1± 4.9 70.1± 1.7 68.9± 5.8
Ωm 0.299
+0.012
−0.014 0.271
+0.029
−0.038 0.292
+0.013
−0.017 0.308
+0.038
−0.059
α − − 0.1412± 0.0066 0.1413± 0.0066
β − − 3.106± 0.081 3.109± 0.081
 − −0.11± 0.15 − −0.05+0.17−0.22
δ − < 1.12 − < 1.01
Table 4. As in Table 2, for the parameters of the CPL dynamical dark energy w0waCDM cosmology
described in Sec. 4.2.
Parameters all all all all
+Pantheon +Pantheon sys +JLA +JLA sys
w0 −0.964± 0.077 −0.85+0.15−0.21 −0.92± 0.10 −0.70± 0.19
wa −0.25+0.30−0.26 −0.52+0.57−0.40 −0.39+0.36−0.31 −0.91± 0.52
H0[km/s/Mpc] 68.28± 0.81 67.2+2.1−1.8 68.0± 1.1 65.7± 2.0
Ωm 0.3067± 0.0076 0.318+0.016−0.021 0.309± 0.010 0.331± 0.020
α − − 0.1410± 0.0066 0.1413± 0.0066
β − − 3.102± 0.080 3.106± 0.082
 − 0.07+0.07−0.12 − 0.15+0.10−0.13
δ − < 0.923 − < 0.923
Table 5. As in Table 3, for the parameters of the CPL dynamical dark energy w0waCDM cosmology
described in Sec. 4.2.
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Figure 4. As in Fig. 2, for the parameters of the CPL dynamical dark energy w0waCDM cosmology
described in Sec. 4.2, with the qualitatively similar JLA results summarized in Tables 4 and 5.
where ρc and ρx are the DM and DE energy densities respectively, the DE EoS w is assumed
to be constant, and the coupling function Q governs the interaction rate between the two
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Figure 5. As in Fig. 3, for the parameters of the CPL dynamical dark energy w0waCDM cosmology
described in Sec. 4.2, with the qualitatively similar JLA results not shown here.
dark components. A number of IDE models, and corresponding coupling functions, have
been studied in the literature, see Refs. [158–217] for a list of both seminal and more recent
works on the subject or Ref. [218] for a comprehensive review. These works have considered
both theoretically motivated functions for Q, based on physical models for DM and DE (the
latter often in the form of a scalar field), as well as more phenomenological functional forms.
In the following, we shall assume the following functional form for Q, which is purely
phenomenological but has been widely studied in the literature:
Q = 3Hξρx , (4.4)
where ξ is a dimensionless parameter characterizing the strength of the coupling. Notice that
ξ > 0 corresponds to an energy flow from DE to DM, and conversely for ξ < 0. While the
form of the coupling in Eq. (4.4) might raise the question as to how microscopic DM-DE
interactions should know about the overall expansion rate H, one can instead argue that such
a choice is instead a natural one from a thermodynamical perspective. In fact, this particular
form implies that one can use the scale factor as time variable, and eliminate H entirely, so
that the conservation equations end up knowing only about the change in scale factor (or
correspondingly volume), and nothing about the specific cosmology or theory of gravity. In
other words, the presence of H reflects the fact that a change in density depends on a change
in volume, as one expects from thermodynamics considerations, and the functional form of
the conservation equation is unaffected by the specific theory of gravity.
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Following considerations concerning early-time instabilities (see e.g. [166, 168]), for the
specific model given by Eq. (4.4), the signs of (1+w) and ξ should be opposite. In other words,
within this model, an energy flow from DE to DM can only occur for phantom DE, and a flow
in the reverse direction for quintessence-like DE. We shall therefore consider three sub-classes
of this particular model, following the notation of the earlier [219]. We begin by fixing the DE
EoS to w = −0.999, which in turn requires ξ < 0. We refer to the resulting model as coupled
vacuum model, or ξΛCDM model. The rationale behind this choice, explained in e.g. [205],
is that for w sufficiently close to −1 the effect of DE perturbations is basically unnoticeable:
consequently, in the coupled vacuum model one is essentially only capturing the effect of the
DM-DE coupling ξ, while at the same time ensuring the absence of instabilities which would
be present for w = −1. The coupled vacuum model therefore provides a rather accurate
surrogate for a ΛCDM+ξ cosmology, and has seven free parameters. We then consider two
eight-parameter models, where both w and ξ are free parameters. We first consider a coupled
phantom model, where w < −1 and ξ > 0, which we refer to as ξpCDM model. Similarly, we
consider a coupled quintessence model, where w > −1 and ξ < 0, which we refer to as ξqCDM
model. We remark that all three the ξΛCDM, ξpCDM and ξqCDM models are described by
the same exchange rate function Q given in Eq. (4.4).
We start by commenting on the results (shown in Figs. 6 and 7, and Tabs. 6 and 7) for the
coupled vacuum ξΛCDMmodel where w is fixed. When only combining SNeIa data with CMB
temperature and polarization anisotropies data, we see that the effect of SNeIa systematics
is rather large: for the Planck+Pantheon combination, accounting for a possible redshift-
dependence in the intrinsic SNeIa luminosities leads to an approximately 2σ preference for
ξ < 0 at the 2σ level, whereas for the Planck+JLA combination the constraint on ξ is
considerably loosened. For both dataset combinations, the value of H0 is also higher, as we
found previously for the wCDM model but not for the w0waCDM one.
The effects we described above can be understood in terms of the mutual correlations
betweenH0, ξ and , see Fig. 7. Note thatH0 and  are negatively correlated: a larger positive
(negative) value of  will imply smaller (larger) distance moduli: this can be compensated by a
value of ξ > 0 (ξ < 0), which in turn implies a lower (higher) value of H0. These degeneracies
are indeed closely related to those we found within the wCDM model. The reason is easy to
understand: in this IDE model, the DE energy density ρx scales as ρx ∝ (1 + z)−3(1+w+ξ/3),
as if the DE component had an effective EoS (w + ξ/3). The mean values of the matter
energy density are much lower (with corresponding uncertainties about twice as large) when
taking SNeIa systematics into account. The reason is that ξ and Ωm are positively correlated.
In the ξΛCDM coupled vacuum model, the matter energy density in the past is higher than
in the standard ΛCDM model since the background evolution of the matter energy density
gets an extra contribution proportional to the DE component. Consequently, the amount of
energy density associated to the total matter currently needed will be smaller and smaller as
the coupling ξ becomes more and more negative.
When we consider the full dataset combinations (all+Pantheon and all+JLA), we re-
cover the patterns already seen earlier for the wCDM and w0waCDM models. In other words,
the bounds on the cosmological parameters are more constraining, and the effect of a possi-
ble redshift-dependence in the intrinsic SNeIa luminosities becomes much less noticeable at
the level of inferred central values of the parameters. What persists is a degradation in the
limits on ξ, even if less significant than in the case when SNeIa data is combined with CMB
temperature and polarization anisotropy measurements alone.
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Parameters Planck Planck Planck Planck
+Pantheon +Pantheon sys +JLA +JLA sys
ξ −0.15+0.11−0.06 −0.41+0.29−0.22 −0.19+0.17−0.07 > −0.493
H0[km/s/Mpc] 68.6+0.8−1.0 71.4
+2.4
−2.0 69.1
+1.0
−1.5 71.0
+2.0
−3.3
Ωm 0.271
+0.032
−0.022 0.18
+0.10
−0.07 0.255
+0.048
−0.026 0.20
+0.11
−0.06
α − − 0.1417± 0.0065 0.1416± 0.0065
β − − 3.114± 0.081 3.112± 0.082
 − −0.098+0.094−0.071 − −0.07+0.11−0.09
δ − < 1.00 − < 1.08
Table 6. As in Table 2, for the parameters of the coupled vacuum ξΛCDM cosmology described in
Sec. 4.3.
Parameters all all all all
+Pantheon +Pantheon sys +JLA +JLA sys
ξ −0.12+0.11−0.04 −0.17+0.14−0.06 −0.14+0.13−0.04 > −0.178
H0[km/s/Mpc] 68.61+0.61−0.77 69.1
+0.8
−1.2 68.79
+0.68
−0.98 68.8
+0.7
−1.1
Ωm 0.276
+0.027
−0.016 0.259
+0.040
−0.021 0.270
+0.034
−0.018 0.268
+0.038
−0.018
α − − 0.1416± 0.0066 0.1416± 0.0067
β − − 3.111± 0.080 3.110± 0.081
 − −0.028+0.044−0.036 − −0.001+0.060−0.053
δ − < 1.33 − unconstrained
Table 7. As in Table 3, for the parameters of the coupled vacuum ξΛCDM cosmology described in
Sec. 4.3.
We now move on to the coupled phantom ξpCDM model, where to avoid instabilities we
consider w < −1 and ξ > 0, with results shown in Figs. 8 and 9, and Tabs. 8 and 9. For this
model, we first of all notice that the upper limits on ξ are almost unaffected by the SNeIa
systematic we are considering, regardless of whether we are combining the SNeIa data with
CMB temperature and polarization anisotropy data alone, or with the full dataset combi-
nation including CMB lensing, BAO, and Cosmic Chronometer measurements. However, we
also see a strong correlation between w, H0, and . To some extent, the model is similar to the
wCDM scenario previously analyzed: a larger negative value of  will imply larger distance
moduli, which can be compensated by values w < −1, in turn implying higher values of H0,
see Fig. 9.
It is also worth noticing from Tabs. 8 and 9 that the mean values of  we infer are negative.
For the Planck+Pantheon dataset combination we find w = −1.081+0.050−0.038 (w = −1.19+0.18−0.05)
without (with) systematics, and similarly w = −1.092+0.060−0.044 (w > −1.17) without (with)
systematics for the Planck+JLA dataset combination. This results in the uncertainties on
w are increased significantly by the introduction of this systematic (by a factor of four or
more). Similar considerations hold for H0, whose inferred value shifts to larger values, and
the matter density Ωm, whose uncertainty is doubled once this systematic is introduced.
Considering the full dataset combination, the preference for a larger value of H0 completely
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Figure 6. As in Fig. 2, for the parameters of the coupled vacuum ξΛCDM cosmology described in
Sec. 4.3, with the qualitatively similar JLA results summarized in Tables 6 and 7.
Parameters Planck Planck Planck Planck
+Pantheon +Pantheon sys +JLA +JLA sys
ξ < 0.180 < 0.163 < 0.187 < 0.190
w −1.081+0.050−0.038 −1.19+0.18−0.05 −1.092+0.060−0.044 > −1.17
H0[km/s/Mpc] 68.3+0.9−1.1 71.9
+2.1
−5.1 68.6± 1.4 70.5+1.6−4.7
Ωm 0.336
+0.020
−0.025 0.305
+0.042
−0.036 0.334
+0.022
−0.027 0.320
+0.046
−0.037
α − − 0.1415± 0.0066 0.1415± 0.0066
β − − 3.111± 0.082 3.112± 0.081
 − −0.11+0.15−0.07 − −0.06+0.16−0.07
δ − < 0.990 − < 1.21
Table 8. As in Table 2, for the parameters of the coupled phantom ξpCDM cosmology described in
Sec. 4.3.
disappears, although its uncertainty remains larger than in the no-systematics case (as is the
case for w, but not for ξ and Ωm).
Finally, we discuss the results obtained for the coupled quintessence ξqCDM model,
where the absence of instabilities requires w > −1 and ξ < 0, with results shown in Figs. 10
and 11, and Tabs. 10 and 11. Notice that, independently from the SNeIa sample used, the
dataset combination considered, and whether or not a possible redshift-dependence in the
intrinsic luminosities thereof is considered, we always recover a preference for a non-zero
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Figure 7. As in Fig. 3, for the parameters of the coupled vacuum ξΛCDM cosmology described in
Sec. 4.3, with the qualitatively similar JLA results not shown here.
Parameters all all all all
+Pantheon +Pantheon sys +JLA +JLA sys
ξ < 0.177 < 0.170 < 0.186 < 0.191
w −1.073+0.049−0.033 −1.086+0.057−0.039 −1.080+0.054−0.036 −1.076+0.067−0.027
H0[km/s/Mpc] 68.36± 0.77 68.7+1.0−1.2 68.5+0.9−1.0 68.4+1.0−1.2
Ωm 0.334
+0.018
−0.024 0.330
+0.019
−0.026 0.334
+0.020
−0.026 0.336
+0.021
−0.027
α − − 0.1415± 0.0066 0.1415± 0.0066
β − − 3.108± 0.081 3.109± 0.081
 − −0.018± 0.045 − 0.012± 0.062
δ − < 1.33 − unconstrained
Table 9. As in Table 3, for the parameters of the coupled phantom ξpCDM cosmology described in
Sec. 4.3.
value of ξ. In fact, we find ξ = −0.55+0.11−0.27 (ξ = −0.55+0.11−0.27) for the all+Pantheon dataset
combination without (with) SNeIa systematics, and ξ = −0.54+0.12−0.27 (ξ = −0.55+0.11−0.27) for the
all+JLA dataset combination without (with) SNeIa systematics.
The correlations among the parameters are similar to those previously described: since
the DE EoS is now required to be in the quintessence region, i.e. w > −1, this will imply
a lower value of H0, even in the presence of a redshift-dependence in the intrinsic SNeIa
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Figure 8. As in Fig. 2, for the parameters of the coupled phantom ξpCDM cosmology described in
Sec. 4.3, with the qualitatively similar JLA results summarized in Tables 8 and 9.
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Figure 9. As in Fig. 3, for the parameters of the coupled phantom ξpCDM cosmology described in
Sec. 4.3, with the qualitatively similar JLA results not shown here.
luminosities. However, in some cases, for instance when SNeIa data are combined with CMB
temperature and polarization anisotropy measurements alone, the strong correlation between
H0 and  (see Fig. 11) shifts the mean value of H0 towards larger quantities and/or increases
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Parameters Planck Planck Planck Planck
+Pantheon +Pantheon sys +JLA +JLA sys
ξ −0.57+0.11−0.26 −0.60+0.08−0.24 −0.59+0.10−0.24 −0.58+0.10−0.26
w −0.843+0.087−0.061 −0.86+0.05−0.12 −0.840+0.081−0.073 −0.82+0.09−0.12
H0[km/s/Mpc] 68.2± 1.1 69.2+2.8−2.3 68.4± 1.5 67.8± 3.0
Ωm 0.148
+0.039
−0.091 0.133
+0.027
−0.084 0.138
+0.034
−0.085 0.146
+0.034
−0.096
α − − 0.1416± 0.0066 0.1414± 0.0066
β − − 3.109± 0.080 3.110± 0.080
 − −0.032+0.071−0.084 − 0.02+0.10−0.09
δ − < 1.15 − unconstrained
Table 10. As in Table 2, for the parameters of the coupled quintessence ξqCDM cosmology described
in Sec. 4.3.
Parameters all all all all
+Pantheon +Pantheon sys +JLA +JLA sys
ξ −0.55+0.11−0.27 −0.55+0.11−0.27 −0.54+0.12−0.27 −0.55+0.11−0.27
w −0.843+0.093−0.055 −0.850+0.088−0.067 −0.848+0.088−0.063 −0.840+0.091−0.069
H0[km/s/Mpc] 68.36± 0.81 68.6± 1.1 68.40± 0.97 68.3+1.1−1.2
Ωm 0.149
+0.040
−0.094 0.149
+0.039
−0.093 0.153
+0.044
−0.091 0.150
+0.041
−0.092
α − − 0.1415± 0.0066 0.1415± 0.0066
β − − 3.107± 0.081 3.111± 0.081
 − −0.012± 0.045 − 0.016± 0.062
δ − < 1.33 − unconstrained
Table 11. As in Table 3, for the parameters of the coupled quintessence ξqCDM cosmology described
in Sec. 4.3.
the uncertainties on H0 by a factor of two.
As we already found for the wCDM and w0waCDM models, also in the three IDE cases
considered here it is worth noticing that the amplitudes of the stretch and color corrections
[α and β in Eq. (2.3)] are basically unaffected by the introduction of the SNeIa systematic
we are considering (see the JLA results in Tabs. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11), thus validating the
choice of using the pre-marginalized covariance matrix when analyzing the Pantheon sample
and more in general the robustness of our analysis.
4.4 Modified Gravity Scenarios
Modifications to General Relativity, which we shall refer to, generically, as modified gravity
(MG), are a viable possibility for explaining cosmic acceleration. The phenomenology of MG
theories is typically quite different from that of the DE models we have studied so far, in that
MG models usually affect the growth of structure significantly. We cannot do justice to the
broad literature on MG models sourcing cosmic acceleration: for an inevitably incomplete
list, see for instance [220–239]. In the following, we shall explore how the constraints on a
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Figure 10. As in Fig. 2, for the parameters of the coupled quintessence ξqCDM cosmology described
in Sec. 4.3, with the qualitatively similar JLA results summarized in Tables 10 and 11.
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Figure 11. As in Fig. 3, for the parameters of the coupled quintessence ξqCDM cosmology described
in Sec. 4.3, with the qualitatively similar JLA results not shown here.
particular model-agnostic parametrization of deviations from General Relativity are altered
when accounting for a possible redshift-dependence in the intrinsic SNeIa luminosities.
A relatively simple and model-agnostic way of parametrizing effects due to MG is to
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parametrize its effects on the metric perturbations, governed by the two gravitational po-
tentials Ψ and Φ: a non-vanishing anisotropic stress, proportional to (Ψ − Φ), is in fact a
very common signature of several MG models. One commonly adopted parametrization re-
lies on a set of functions usually denoted by µ(k, a), η(k, a), and Σ(k, a), depending on the
wavenumber k and the scale factor a. Below, we describe how these three functions modify
the relevant equations for the metric perturbations.
• µ(k, a) modifies the Poisson equation for the metric perturbation Ψ:
k2Ψ = −4pia2Gµ(k, a)ρ∆ , (4.5)
where ρ and ∆ are respectively the matter energy density and density contrast.
• Σ(a, k) modifies the equation for the lensing potential:
− k2(Ψ + Φ) = 8pia2GΣ(k, a)ρ∆ . (4.6)
• Finally, η(a, k) mimics the effect of an anisotropic stress:
η(k, a) =
Φ
Ψ
. (4.7)
This phenomenological parametrization of the effects of MG has been used in a vast number
of papers, most notably by the Planck collaboration [3, 240], see also e.g. [241–243] for other
important works exploring this and similar parametrizations.
The three functions µ, η, and Σ are both time- and scale-dependent, and are mutually
dependent. When µ = η = Σ = 1, one recovers General Relativity. Only two of these
functions are needed to describe the effects of MG: any choice of two of these functions will
fully parametrize the deviations of the perturbations from a smooth DE model. Here, we
parametrize µ and η as follows [3, 240, 244]:
µ(k, a) = 1 + f1(a)
1 + c1(λH/k)
2
1 + (λH/k)2
, (4.8)
η(k, a) = 1 + f2(a)
1 + c2(λH/k)
2
1 + (λH/k)2
, (4.9)
where c1 and c2 are constants, while the functions fi(a) describe the time-dependence of
the deviations from General Relativity. On the other hand, Σ can be recovered by Σ ≡
(µ/2)(1 + η). Following earlier work [244], we assume a time-dependence for these functions
proportional to the DE energy density Ωx(a), motivated by the somewhat natural expectation
that the modifications induced to the clustering and to the anisotropic stress in these extended
gravitational theories should be proportional to their effective energy density (as is the case
for the matter and radiation components). Therefore, fi(a) ≡ EiiΩx(a), where the coefficients
Eii are constants. As the CMB measurements are not expected to be very sensitive to scale-
dependent effects, we shall make the simplifying assumption c1 = c2 = 1. Overall, we are
therefore utilizing the following parametrization:
µ(k, a) = 1 + E11Ωx(a) , (4.10)
η(k, a) = 1 + E22Ωx(a) . (4.11)
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Parameters Planck Planck Planck Planck
+Pantheon +Pantheon sys +JLA +JLA sys
µ0 − 1 0.12+0.28−0.52 0.12+0.29−0.51 0.12+0.29−0.49 0.12+0.30−0.52
η0 − 1 0.6+0.7−1.2 0.6+0.7−1.2 0.6+0.7−1.2 0.6+0.7−1.3
Σ0 − 1 0.28+0.15−0.13 0.28+0.15−0.13 0.28+0.15−0.13 0.27+0.15−0.13
H0[km/s/Mpc] 68.22± 0.66 68.19± 0.70 68.22± 0.66 68.12± 0.70
Ωm 0.3041± 0.0086 0.3044± 0.0092 0.3041± 0.0087 0.3054± 0.0092
α − − 0.1412± 0.0066 0.1416± 0.0067
β − − 3.104± 0.080 3.110± 0.081
 − 0.005± 0.034 − 0.028± 0.051
δ − < 1.35 − unconstrained
Table 12. As in Table 2, for the parameters of the model-agnostic MG parametrization described in
Sec. 4.4. Note that all three η0, µ0, and Σ0 are derived parameters, whereas the free parameters are
E11 and E22.
Values of E11 and E22 other than zero imply deviations from General Relativity. It is worth
clarifying that, within the MG parametrization we are considering, E11 and E22 are the free
parameters, whereas µ, η, and Σ are the derived ones, see Tab. 1.
The results for the our model-agnostic parametrization of MG are shown in Figs. 12
and 13, and in Tabs. 12 and 13, where η0, µ0, and Σ0 denote the current values of these
parameters, i.e. at a = 1. Notice that the MG parameters η0 and µ0 are both perfectly
consistent with their General Relativity expectations (i.e. η0 = µ0 = 1) when only combining
SNeIa data with CMB temperature and polarization anisotropy measurements. However, we
find a 2σ preference for Σ0 > 1. These results are qualitatively unaffected if we model a
possible redshift-dependence of intrinsic SNeIa luminosities, both for the Pantheon and JLA
samples. This is due to the lack of strong degeneracies between the MG parameters and the
two parameters controlling SNeIa systematics,  and δ.
In principle, one could argue that this result could have been expected. In fact, SNeIa
are probing the background expansion rate, whereas our parametrization of MG alters the
growth of structure. However, we believe one should not immediately jump to this conclusion.
In fact, if  and δ were strongly degenerate with parameters such as Ωm or H0, changes in the
inferred values of the latter within a MG scenario could be transferred to the other parameters
due to mutual degeneracies with  and δ, a possibility which cannot be logically excluded a
priori. Our analysis, nonetheless, shows that this does not occur.
The deviations from General Relativity of the mean values of η0, µ0, and Σ0 are much
larger (about twice as large) when combining SNeIa data with CMB temperature and polar-
ization anisotropy measurements only. Once CMB lensing, BAO, and Cosmic Chronometer
measurements are included in the analyses, the deviations of these mean values from their
standard expectations are significantly reduced. However, the uncertainties on the MG pa-
rameters are mildly dependent on the dataset combinations used except for Σ0, whose uncer-
tainties are much smaller when the full dataset combination is taken into account, due to the
impact of CMB lensing data in improving the constraints on this parameter, as previously
noticed in [244].
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Parameters all all all all
+Pantheon +Pantheon sys +JLA +JLA sys
µ0 − 1 0.06+0.26−0.43 0.06+0.27−0.42 0.06+0.27−0.43 0.06+0.26−0.40
η0 − 1 0.3+0.6−1.0 0.3+0.6−1.0 0.3+0.6−1.0 0.29+0.58−0.95
Σ0 − 1 0.106+0.089−0.080 0.103+0.090−0.082 0.105± 0.088 0.104± 0.086
H0[km/s/Mpc] 68.14± 0.45 68.13± 0.46 68.15± 0.47 68.10± 0.46
Ωm 0.3047± 0.0059 0.3048± 0.0061 0.3046± 0.0061 0.3052± 0.0060
α − − 0.1413± 0.0066 0.1415± 0.0067
β − − 3.104± 0.080 3.111± 0.081
 − 0.005+0.00300.034 − 0.027± 0.050
δ − < 1.35 − unconstrained
Table 13. As in Table 3, for the parameters of the model-agnostic MG parametrization described in
Sec. 4.4. Note that all three η0, µ0, and Σ0 are derived parameters, whereas the free parameters are
E11 and E22.
4.5 The lensing amplitude anomaly
The hints we previously found for Σ0 − 1 6= 0 are inherently connected to the fact that
the Planck temperature anisotropy spectrum prefers a higher amount of lensing than that
expected within the baseline ΛCDM model, once all other parameters are fixed [244]. This
preference, which is also partly responsible for Planck temperature measurements favouring
a closed Universe, is usually quantified through the purely phenomenological AL parameter
(sometimes referred to as Alens), first introduced in [245], which rescales the lensing amplitude
in the CMB power spectra. A value of AL 6= 1 reflects the disagreement between the amplitude
of lensing as inferred by the smoothing of the CMB temperature anisotropy power spectrum,
and the amplitude of the CMB lensing power spectrum as reconstructed from the temperature
four-point function using the same temperature maps. There is an indication for AL > 1 at the
∼ 2.8σ level from Planck CMB measurements [3], which has motivated plenty of discussions
in the literature, see e.g. [246–248]. It is as of today yet unclear whether this preference is
due to a statistical fluctuation, although a re-analysis of Planck High Frequency maps with
access to a larger sky fraction appears to support this interpretation [249].
Since the amplitude of lensing-induced smoothing parametrized by AL is expected to
be degenerate with certain models of DE or MG [244], we extend the baseline ΛCDM model
and add AL as a free parameter to test whether the preference for AL > 1 is affected by the
possibility of a redshift-dependence of intrinsic SNeIa luminosities. We refer to the resulting
model as the ΛCDM+AL model. We remark that, within this model, DE is described by a
cosmological constant, whereas AL mimics possible effects due to MG.
Our findings are summarized in Figs. 14 and 15, and in Tabs. 14 and 15. From both the
tables and the figures we see that the preference for AL > 1 remains at a & 2σ significance
level for all the cases we examine, regardless of whether or not the SNeIa systematics are
considered. As for the MG case we studied earlier, in principle one could argue that this
result could have been expected, given that SNeIa are probing the background expansion
rate. However, if  and δ were strongly degenerate with parameters such as Ωm or H0,
changes in the inferred values of the latter within a MG scenario could be transferred to
the other parameters due to mutual degeneracies with  and δ. This possibility cannot be
excluded a priori.
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Figure 12. As in Fig. 2, for the parameters of the model-agnostic MG parametrization described in
Sec. 4.4, with the qualitatively similar JLA results summarized in Tables 12 and 13. Note that all
three η0, µ0, and Σ0 are derived parameters, whereas the free parameters are E11 and E22.
In fact, a careful inspection of Fig. 15 shows a correlation between , controlling the
amplitude of SNeIa systematics, and AL. This correlation is only present for the case when
SNeIa data is combined with CMB temperature and polarization anisotropy data, and not
when the full dataset combination is considered. The reason why this degeneracy exists in
first place is that  and H0 are negatively correlated, whereas and AL and H0 are posi-
tively correlated. Therefore, a mutual mild anti-correlation is inherited in the (,AL) plane.
Nonetheless, the result of this degeneracy is not that of shifting the value of AL, but just to
slightly broaden its uncertainty with respect to the no-systematics case, by about 10% for
the Planck+Pantheon dataset combination, and by about 3% for the Planck+JLA dataset
combination. As we explained earlier, when one considers the full all+Pantheon or all+JLA
dataset combinations, these already mild effects disappear completely.
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Figure 13. As in Fig. 3, for the model-agnostic MG parametrization described in Sec. 4.4, with
the qualitatively similar JLA results not shown here. Note that all three η0, µ0, and Σ0 are derived
parameters, whereas the free parameters are E11 and E22.
As already noticed in [244], the hints for Σ0−1 > 0 we have found in the previous section
are directly connected to the lensing anomaly as characterized by AL > 1. These two effects
are unmodified by the possible SNeIa systematic we consider. Broadly speaking, an important
signature of several MG models is to modify (usually enhance) the lensing amplitude in the
CMB power spectra. The very same effect can be obtained by increasing AL, and therefore
an indication for Σ0 − 1 > 0 is generally expected to translate into an indication for AL > 1.
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Parameters Planck Planck Planck Planck
+Pantheon +Pantheon sys +JLA +JLA sys
AL 1.186
+0.060
−0.071 1.185± 0.066 1.186± 0.066 1.181± 0.068
H0[km/s/Mpc] 68.38± 0.65 68.36± 0.70 68.36± 0.69 68.31± 0.71
Ωm 0.3020± 0.0085 0.3024+0.0084−0.0095 0.3023± 0.0090 0.3030± 0.0093
α − − 0.1413± 0.0066 0.1416± 0.0066
β − − 3.104± 0.080 3.108± 0.081
 − 0.001± 0.034 − 0.025± 0.051
δ − < 1.37 − unconstrained
Table 14. As in Table 2, for the the ΛCDM+AL model described in Sec. 4.5.
Parameters all all all all
+Pantheon +Pantheon sys +JLA +JLA sys
AL 1.074± 0.037 1.072± 0.036 1.072± 0.036 1.072± 0.037
H0[km/s/Mpc] 68.19± 0.46 68.17± 0.48 68.17± 0.48 68.16± 0.48
Ωm 0.3041± 0.0060 0.3043± 0.0063 0.3043± 0.0062 0.3045± 0.0063
α − − 0.1413± 0.0066 0.1415± 0.0066
β − − 3.103± 0.080 3.108± 0.081
 − 0.004± 0.033 − 0.027± 0.050
δ − < 1.36 − unconstrained
Table 15. As in Table 3, for the ΛCDM+AL model described in Sec. 4.5.
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Figure 14. As in Fig. 2, for the ΛCDM+AL model described in Sec. 4.5, with the qualitatively
similar JLA results summarized in Tables 14 and 15.
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Figure 15. As in Fig. 3, for the ΛCDM+AL model described in Sec. 4.5, with the qualitatively
similar JLA results not shown here.
5 Conclusions
Type Ia Supernovae (SNeIa) used as distance indicators were instrumental to the discovery of
cosmic acceleration in 1998. Cosmic acceleration is usually attributed to a form of dark energy
(DE) whose energy density constitutes 70% of the Universe’s energy budget. The simplest
DE candidate in the form of a cosmological constant, albeit fully consistent with data, is
theoretically problematic. As a consequence, several alternative models have been proposed,
making use of new particles/fields or modifications to Einstein’s General Relativity on ultra-
large scales as in modified gravity (MG) models. The use of SNeIa as distance indicators
rests upon the possibility of using them as standardizable candles, with the standardization
procedure being independent of host galaxy redshifts and environments. In other words, two
different SNeIa found in different hosts, with the same colour, light-curve stretch, and host
stellar mass, should on average have the same intrinsic luminosity regardless of their redshift.
However, in recent years, several studies have established correlations between host
galaxy properties and standardized SNeIa luminosities [28–30], raising the question of whether
or not intrinsic SNeIa luminosities might evolve with redshift [31–33]. While the evidence for
cosmic acceleration is robust to the possibility of a redshift-dependence of intrinsic SNeIa
luminosities [33], the question remains of whether the DE properties one infers from SNeIa
data are robust to this possible systematic. This work has therefore been devoted to testing the
soundness of inferred properties/limits on dark energy and MG models, obtained using SNeIa
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data, and relaxing the assumption of intrinsic SNeIa luminosities being redshift-independent.
We have adopted a simple phenomenological power-law parametrization to account for this
effect in the modelling of observed SNeIa distance moduli as in Eqs. (2.4), (2.5).
Using two different SNeIa compilations, the Pantheon and JLA samples, we have then
considered various DE and MG models and examined whether the inferred properties thereof
are robust to the inclusion of the systematic in question. We have considered models where
the DE equation of state is a free parameter, either constant or time-varying, as well as
models where DE and dark matter interact, and finally a model-agnostic parametrization of
MG models at the level of the equations governing the evolution of metric perturbations. We
remark that besides astrophysical complications, non-standard DE/MG models (for instance
leading to time-varying fundamental constant, e.g. [60–69]) can also lead to redshift-dependent
intrinsic SNeIa luminosities, and hence including the possibility of this effect when studying
models of DE beyond the cosmological constant might simply be a matter of theoretical
consistency (see for instance the discussion in [70]).
Our main findings can be summarized as follow. The main effect of the SNeIa system-
atic we have considered has been that of broadening the uncertainties on the inferred DE
parameters. This has been true for all the DE models we have tested, with the exception
of the model-agnostic MG parametrization, whose inferred properties are instead extremely
robust to this systematic. When only combining SNeIa data with CMB temperature and po-
larization anisotropy measurements from the Planck satellite, the effect of SNeIa systematics
is more noticeable: besides in some cases broadening the uncertainties by up to a factor of
4, including the systematics has been found to lead to O(σ) shifts in the central values of
the inferred parameters, due to degeneracies between DE parameters and parameters char-
acterizing the SNeIa systematics. However, robust conclusions regarding models of cosmic
acceleration should rely on the analysis of additional measurements of the late-time expan-
sion history such as BAO measurements. When considering a full dataset combination which
also includes CMB lensing, BAO, and Cosmic Chronometer measurements, we find that the
aforementioned shifts in the central values are considerably reduced. The only remaining
effect of the SNeIa systematic we consider is then a small, typically . 40%, broadening of the
uncertainties on the DE parameters.
Our main conclusion, therefore, is that when a compilation of robust cosmological mea-
surements is studied in combination with SNeIa data, the corresponding inferred dark energy
parameters (for the dark energy models we studied) are robust to the possibility of intrinsic
SNeIa luminosities being redshift-dependent, with the main effect of the latter being that of
broadening the parameter uncertainties. In other words, we confirm the soundness of dark
energy properties. Moving forward, it will be important to settle the ongoing debate around
whether or not intrinsic SNeIa luminosities evolve with redshift. Upcoming surveys such as
the Vera Rubin Observatory [250] will help addressing this question by detecting millions of
SNeIa. In addition, it would definitely be worth exploring more physical parametrizations of
observed SNeIa distance moduli which can better account for post-standardization residuals
as well as correlations of the latter with host galaxy properties. An example is the recent
two-component color model recently proposed by [45]. We leave the exploration of these and
related issues to future work.
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